
Receiving Treatment Will Make You a Better 
Therapist... 
 
 
The following is a testimonial by a therapist in Australia who 

received a session which included Visceral Manipulation, Neural 

Manipulation and Visceral Vascular Manipulation. 

 
"Just thought I'd give you an update for your interest. My singing 

is exciting to use as a fine tuned barometer with how things are 

going - I'm finding it really interesting (and great!) with how 

things have changed with your one treatment. My left soft palate feels so unrestricted now to 

elevate with preparation to sing, something which had been bugging me for ages! As I 

mentioned to you, the change between my vowels is so much easier than previously, when I had 

to work very hard cognitively for placement to have something that wasn't nearly as smooth. 

Thank you! My breath also now feels 'connected' to my abdomen and the pressures feel like I 

can better expand my left ribs and maintain this without it 'collapsing' as previously. I'm looking 

forward to even more changes with this. 

Also, the headaches I've had for a very long time around the left sphenoid/temple area have 

been far less frequent and less intense if they do come up. I actually hadn't noticed how often I 

had them until I didn't have them as much! The tinnitus I've had for a long time too has changed 

in its quality - it had been oscillating between different pitches more recently, and that has now 

steadied to one level, and a bit quieter. 

"When I run, my heart now beats in a much different way. It's hard to describe exactly, but it 

feels more free and deliberate in beating and has more movement. I had been having this weird 

random pattern of red spots (not a rash, more like mosquito bites) over my abdomen after doing 

power walking each time for a number of months, but that seems to have also reduced. I've also 

felt generally less 'wound up' (for want of a better phrase) since your session, with my brain able 

to do things more clearly without it feeling as on edge now, if that makes sense... 

"With more sessions, I'm sure we'll have even more progress! I'm not sure if you would find this 

interesting or not, but I'm learning an awful lot about things from my own body and will be able 

to apply it to my patients!"                 

 - L.J., Australia 
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